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Abstract
Goal ascription, the process of identifying outcomes to which purposive actions are directed, is indispensable for predicting others’ behaviours and understanding their minds. But which mechanisms underpin goal ascription? is chapter examines several ways in which
motor representations and processes are involved in diﬀerent forms of
goal ascription. We argue that motor representations and processes
maer for goal ascription in two ways. ey provide for capturing
the directedness of an action to an outcome, and they shape the observers’ experiences of actions in such a way that these experiences
reveal the goals of actions. e occurrence of motor representations
in action observation thereby makes available, independently of any
prior knowledge of others’ mental states, a route to knowledge of the
goals of their actions.
Key words: goal ascription, knowledge of action, motor representation, social cognition

1. Introduction
Goal ascription is the process of identifying outcomes to which purposive
actions are directed. Lucina is waving her arms in the street. Her movements have many actual and possible outcomes, from aracting your aention through hailing a taxi to exercising her body. Among these outcomes,
one or more is a goal to which her action is directed. You engage in goal ascription when you identify one or more outcomes as among those to which
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the movements are directed. is identiﬁcation may be key to understanding what Lucina believes about the street around her and what she desires
and intends; it may also reveal opportunities to help or exploit her. Which
mechanisms underpin goal ascription?
In investigating this question it is useful to start with some distinctions.
e term ‘goal’ can be used in two ways. It be used to refer to outcomes to
which actions are directed. is is the familiar, everyday sense of the term in
which we talk about the goal of someone’s struggles. e term ‘goal’ is also
sometimes used to refer to a mental state of an agent in virtue of which her
actions might be directed to an outcome. In characterising goal ascription
we used ‘goal’ as a term for outcomes to which actions are directed; we shall
always use the term in this way and never for intentions or other mental
states. is makes it coherent to conjecture that some forms of goal ascription are more primitive than, and foundational for, mental state ascription.
A second distinction concerns two forms of goal ascription, representational and functional (Gallese & Sinigaglia 2011). In representational goal
ascription, three things must be represented: an action, an outcome and the
relation between this outcome and the action in virtue of which the outcome
is a goal of the action. In functional goal ascription, the relation between action and outcome is captured without being represented. To say that this
relation is captured is to say that there is a process which ensures that the
outcome represented is a goal of the action. As both representing and capturing are ways of identifying goals, representational and functional ascription
are both forms of goal ascription.
e two forms of goal ascription are important in diﬀerent ways. While
philosophers have tended to focus on representational goal ascription (see,
for example, Jacob 2012; Goldman 2009), developmental research is mostly
focussed on functional goal ascription. Under investigation is typically infants’ abilities to represent outcomes to which actions are directed, and not
their abilities to represent the relation between an outcome and an action
in virtue of which the outcome is a goal of the action (e.g. Gergely et al.
1995; Woodward 1998; Southgate et al. 2008; Csibra 2003). It is possible that
functional goal ascription is a developmental precursor to representational
goal ascription. It is also possible that abilities to rapidly anticipate others’
actions and their precise timings generally require functional goal ascription, whereas representational goal ascription may be indispensable for understanding others as planning agents who need to get several things done
(compare Gallese et al. 2009; Rizzolai & Sinigaglia 2010). Whether or not
these conjectures are right, it is plausible that both forms of goal ascription,
representational and functional, play a role in humans’ abilities to understand and interact with each other.
In this chapter we are concerned with both forms of goal ascription, their
relations and the mechanisms that underpin them. Our ﬁrst aim is to argue
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that functional goal ascription can be achieved motorically; that is, there
are cases of functional goal ascription in which the only representations involved are motor representations. e argument will involve two key ﬁndings. First, motor representations are not merely representations of bodily
conﬁgurations and joint displacements, but also of outcomes such as grasping a particular ball, reaching for something and eating a certain food. So
some outcomes which feature in goal ascription can be represented motorically. Second, there are motor processes in action observation which reliably ensure that outcomes represented motorically are outcomes to which
observed actions are directed. So motor processes can capture the directedness of an action to an outcome. ese two ﬁndings establish that functional
goal ascription can be achieved motorically (see section 2).
Our second aim in this chapter concerns representational goal ascription. It may be tempting to assume that representational goal ascription
works entirely independently of motor processes and representations. However a body of evidence shows that, in some cases, motor representations
facilitate representational goal ascription (see section 4 on page 7). What
this evidence does not yet explain, though, is how motor representations
could facilitate representational goal ascription. e answer, we shall propose, hinges on how actions are experienced. Motor representations shape
certain experiences, which in turn provide their subjects with reasons for
judgements about the goals of particular actions (see section 5 on page 9).
Understanding which mechanisms underpin representational goal ascription
therefore requires understanding relations between judgement, experience
and the motoric. We shall discuss two distinct hypotheses about these relations. On one hypothesis, motor representations enhance perceptual experiences of bodily conﬁgurations, joint displacements and sensory eﬀects of
actions (see 6 on page 10). On the other, more radical hypothesis, motor representations enable experiences of actions as directed to particular outcomes
(see 7 on page 13). Whichever hypothesis is correct, motor representations
can shape humans’ experiences and thereby help them to understand others’
actions and minds.

2. Goals Are Sometimes Captured Motorically
What can be represented motorically? Some motor representations concern
bodily conﬁgurations and joint displacements. But this is not all that can
be represented motorically. Accurate control of actions which involve interacting with objects requires motor representations of outcomes such as the
grasping of a box or the kicking of a ball (Rizzolai et al. 1988; for a review,
see Jeannerod et al. 1995). So some outcomes ascribed in goal ascription can
also be represented motorically. Further, such outcomes are represented mo3
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torically not only in performing actions but also in observing actions directed
to bringing them about (Rizzolai & Sinigaglia 2010, 2008). is tells us that
some motor representations represent the very outcomes which are ascribed
in goal ascription.
How does it ever come about that an outcome represented motorically
in observing an action is an outcome to which that action is directed? First
consider a parallel question about performing rather than observing actions.
Suppose you are alone and not observing or imagining any other actions.
When performing actions in this situation, outcomes represented motorically in you will normally be among the goals of your actions; that is, they
will be outcomes to which your actions are directed. What ensures this correspondence between outcomes represented and goals? It is the role of the
representation in controlling how the action unfolds. Representations of outcomes trigger planning-like motor processes whose function is to cause actions that will bring about the outcomes represented (Miall & Wolpert 1996;
Arbib 1985; Rosenbaum et al. 2012). Now return to observing rather than
perform actions. What ensures the correspondence between outcomes represented motorically and goals when you are merely observing another act?
e answer, we suggest, is roughly that planning-like processes can be
used not only to control actions but also to predict them. Let us explain.
ere is evidence that a motor representation of an outcome can cause a determination of which movements are likely to be performed to achieve that
outcome (see, for instance, Kilner et al. 2004; Urgesi et al. 2010). Further, the
processes involved in determining how observed actions are likely to unfold
given their outcomes are closely related, or identical, to processes involved
in performing actions. is is known in part thanks to studies of how observing actions can facilitate performing actions congruent with those observed,
and can interfere with performing incongruent actions (Brass et al. 2000;
Craighero et al. 2002; Kilner et al. 2003; Costantini et al. 2012a). Planninglike processes in action observation have also been demonstrated by measuring observers’ predictive gaze. If you were to observe just the early phases
of a grasping movement, your eyes might jump to its likely target, ignoring
nearby objects (Ambrosini et al. 2011). ese proactive eye movements resemble those you would typically make if you were acting yourself (Flanagan
& Johansson 2003). Importantly, the occurrence of such proactive eye movements in action observation depends on your representing the outcome of
an action motorically; even temporary interference in the observer’s motor
abilities will interfere with the eye movements (Costantini et al. 2013). ese
proactive eye movements also depend on planning-like processes; requiring
the observer to perform actions incongruent with those she is observing can
eliminate proactive eye movements (Costantini et al. 2012b). is, then, is
further evidence for planning-like motor processes in action observation.
So observers represent outcomes motorically and these representations
4
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Figure 1: How motor processes can capture goals to which observed actions are directed.

trigger planning-like processes which generate expectations about how the
observed actions will unfold and their sensory consequences. Now the mere
occurrence of these processes is not suﬃcient to explain why, in action observation, an outcome represented motorically is likely to be an outcome to
which the observed action is directed. To take a tiny step further, we conjecture that, in action observation, motor representations of outcomes are
weakened to the extent that the expectations they generate are unmet (compare Fogassi et al. 2005). A motor representation of an outcome to which
an observed action is not directed is likely to generate incorrect expectations about how this action will unfold, and failures of these expectations
to be met will weaken the representation. is is what ensures that there is
a correspondence between outcomes represented motorically in observing
actions and the goals of those actions (see ﬁgure 1).
Let us return to comparing performing with observing actions. In both
cases, motor representations of outcomes trigger planning-like processes
which generate predictions. Failure of these predictions requires diﬀerent
responses in observing and acting, however. In performing actions the failure of predictions is a signal that the movements selected are inappropriate
to achieving the outcome represented: the movements should be corrected
to beer ﬁt this outcome, for example by adjusting the trajectory of a limb
in reaching (or, in more complicated cases, subplans should be revised). By
contrast, in observing actions the failure of predictions is a signal that the
outcomes represented are not goals of the action observed: the representa-
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tion of the outcome should be adjusted to beer ﬁt the movements observed.1
Our question is, Which mechanisms underpin goal ascription? We have
just seen that functional goal ascription can be achieved motorically: that is,
in some cases of functional goal ascription the only representations involved
are motor representations. It is not just that in observing an action there is
sometimes a motor representation of an outcome which is a goal of the action. It is also that planning-like motor processes capture the directedness of
the action to this outcome; that is, they ensure that the outcome represented
is a goal of the action. is is functional goal ascription.2
Not all goal ascription is functional goal ascription, of course. Sometimes
people make judgements, perhaps expressed verbally, to the eﬀect that some
outcome is among the goals of a particular action. is is an instance of
representational goal ascription. Could representational goal ascription also
be achieved motorically?

3. Why Representational Goal Ascription Cannot
Be Motoric
Goal ascription involves more than than representing an outcome to which
an action is in fact directed: it involves identifying that outcome as a goal
of the action. In representational goal ascription, identifying means representing. Because there is no motor representation of the directedness of an
action to an outcome, motor representations cannot suﬃce for representational goal ascription.
Or can they? We saw that outcomes are represented motorically; why
couldn’t the directedness of an action to an outcome also be represented
motorically? One way to explain the notion of goal-directedness is in terms
of intention: for an action to be directed to an outcome is for the action to be
appropriately related to an intention whose content speciﬁes that outcome
(see, for instance, Searle 1983), or else to an intention specifying an appropriately related outcome (Bratman 1984). Given this explanation, no motor
representation could represent the directedness of an action to an outcome.
1

Jacob (2012, p. 207) notes that goal ascription requires representations of outcomes which
have mind-to-world directions of ﬁt. What we have just seen, in eﬀect, is that motor representations considered as part of system involving processes that capture the directedness of an action to an outcome have mind-to-world directions of ﬁt, as required. (Note
that we are not asserting outright that motor representation has a mind-to-world directions of ﬁt, of course. Representations have directions of ﬁt relative to the systems in
which they occur.)

2

Note that we are not claiming that all functional goal ascription involves motor representations and processes; our argument shows only that functional goal ascription can
be achieved motorically.
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Aer all, no motor representation represents an intention.
ere are, of course, other views about how actions are related to their
goals. For instance, some have argued that the directedness of some actions
to particular outcomes can be explained in terms of motor representation
and not only in terms of intention (e.g. Buerﬁll & Sinigaglia 2014). is
changes nothing, however. For motor representations do not represent any
representations at all. So the directedness of an action to an outcome still
cannot be represented motorically.
e directedness of an action to a goal can be understood in ways that
involve neither intention nor any representation at all. For instance, consider the idea that an action’s being directed to an outcome consists in its
having the function of bringing about that outcome, where function might
be construed teleologically.3 Even someone who accepted this idea would
still have to conclude that motor representations do not represent the directedness of actions to outcomes. Aer all, motor representations no more
represent functions than they represent representations.
is is why motor representations cannot suﬃce for representational
goal ascription. It is true that, in someone observing an action there can
be motor representations of outcomes which, non accidentally, are the goals
of the observed action. But this is not enough. ere would have to be,
in addition, a motor representation of an intention, or of a motor representation or of some other goal-state, or of a function. But there are no such
motor representations. is may make it tempting, initially, to suppose that
motor representations have nothing at all to do with representational goal
ascription. e truth, however, is more interesting.

4. Motor Representations Facilitate Representational Goal Ascriptions
Motor representations sometimes enable us to make faster or more accurate judgements about the goals of actions, as a variety of evidence shows.
Some of this evidence comes from studies which manipulate motor expertise (e.g. Casile & Giese 2006) or temporarily lesion part of the motor cortex (Urgesi et al. 2007; Michael et al. 2014; Costantini et al. 2013; Pobric &
Hamilton 2006; Candidi et al. 2008): these interventions signiﬁcantly impair
goal ascription. Further evidence that motor representations can facilitate
goal ascription comes from research on apraxia. In one study subjects were
asked to identify goals such as the cuing of some paper or the use of a
3

Teleological accounts of function, and of the application of this notion to understanding
goal-directed action, have been extensively developed (see Godfrey-Smith 1996; Millikan
1984; Price 2001; and Wright 1976).
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straw for drinking on the basis of the sounds actions produced. Subjects
with limb apraxia showed an impairment in recognising the goals of handrelated actions whereas subjects with buccofacial apraxia were impaired in
recognising the goals of mouth-related actions; but no subjects showed a
general impairment in recognising sounds and their signiﬁcance (Pazzaglia
et al. 2008; see also Rizzolai et al. 2014). ese links between motor deﬁcits
and judgements about the goals of actions provide evidence that motor representations can facilitate goal ascription.
But how do motor representations ever facilitate goal ascription? We
aim to answer this question in the rest of this chapter. Note that in asking
this question we are not assuming that motor representation always occurs
when goals are representationally ascribed. Even if motor representations
only rarely facilitated representational goal ascription, fully understanding
how representational goal ascription works would require understanding
how motor representations ever facilitate it.
We conjecture that where motor representations facilitate representational goal ascription, planning-like motor processes normally sustain a motor representation of the outcome which is the goal, or of an outcome matching4 the goal. is conjecture is the key to understanding how motor representation can facilitate goal ascription. But how exactly does it help?
Accepting the conjecture means we are confronted with an obstacle. In
the above-mentioned experiments demonstrating that motor representation
can facilitate representational goal ascription, the goal ascriptions oen take
the form of judgements, verbally articulated, that some outcome is the goal
of a particular action. e conjecture implies not merely that motor representations inﬂuence these judgements but that the motor representations
have content-respecting inﬂuences on them. To illustrate, it is motor representations of grasping outcomes that, according to the conjecture, facilitate
ascription of goals involving grasping. How could motor representations
have content-respecting inﬂuences on judgements?
One familiar way to explain content-respecting inﬂuences is to appeal
to inferential relations. To illustrate, it is no mystery that your beliefs have
content-respecting inﬂuences on your intentions, for the two are connected
by processes of practical reasoning. But motor representation, unlike belief
and intention, does not feature in practical reasoning. Indeed, there is no
inferential process which combines motor representations and judgements—
that is, motor representation is inferentially isolated from judgement. How
else could motor representations sometimes have content-respecting inﬂuences on judgements about the goals of observed actions?
4

Two outcomes match in a particular context just if, in that context, either the occurrence
of the ﬁrst outcome would normally constitute or cause, at least partially, the occurrence
of the second outcome or vice versa.
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5. Experiences Revelatory of Action
Broadly, our proposal will be that content-respecting inﬂuences of motor
representations on judgements go via experience. Motor representations
sometimes inﬂuence our experiences when we observe actions, and these
experiences in turn provide their subjects with reasons for judgements about
the actions. Further, which reasons an experience provides depends in part
on the contents of the motor representations inﬂuencing it. (To save words,
let us say that a representation shapes an experience to mean that the representation inﬂuences the experience in such a way that which reasons the
experience provides depends in part or whole on what the representation
represents.) It is thus experience that ties judgement to motor representation. is, anyway, is the proposal we shall elaborate and defend here.
Observing actions sometimes involves experiences revelatory of action,
that is, experiences which provide the subject of experience with reasons for
judgements about the goals of actions someone (another or hersel) is performing. Suppose, for instance, that you are observing someone in motion.
You may be able to judge on the basis of observation that she is reaching for
a particular box, or that she is aempting to move the box to somewhere
else. You may be able to make such judgements about the goals of her actions because your experiences provide you with reasons for them. It is such
experiences that we are calling revelatory of action. When an experience
provides its subject with reasons for judging that an action is directed to a
particular goal, we will say that the experience reveals this goal.
Might experiences revelatory of action be shaped by motor representations of outcomes? Motor representations can certainly inﬂuence perceptual
processes (Bortoleo et al. 2011; Halász & Cunnington 2012). Further, motor representations can inﬂuence what you experience when you observe an
action. is has been shown by investigating how such experiences are affected both by your expertise (Repp & Knoblich 2009) and also by what you
are doing while observing (Zwickel et al. 2010).
To show that those experiences which are revelatory of action can be
shaped by motor representations of outcomes, consider some further evidence. Suppose someone observes a hand in motion. How can we tell
whether she has an experience revelatory of a hand action? One way to
show that she does not would be to show that her experience involves no
sensitivity to biomechanical constraints on hand movements. Accordingly
it is possible to determine whether someone has an experience revelatory of
a particular action by measuring their sensitivity to such constraints (Shiﬀrar
& Freyd 1990). is opens up the possibility of investigating what happens
when the capacity to represent an action motorically is impaired. Funk et al.
(2005) did just this. ey compared individuals who could not represent a
hand action motorically with individuals who could. ey found that only
9
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those who could represent the hand action motorically were sensitive to
biomechanical constraints on hand movements. is is evidence that the
occurrence of an experience revelatory of action depends on the capacity
to represent the action’s goal motorically. Which outcomes are represented
motorically can inﬂuence which goals are revealed in experiences revelatory
of action.
We propose that experience is the key to explaining how motor representation can have a content-respecting inﬂuence on judgement. It is experience that connects what is represented motorically to what is judged.
You may object that even if this is right, it hardly counts as explaining how
those content-respecting inﬂuences arise. Surely the relation between motor representation and experience is no easier to understand than the relation
between motor representation and judgement was?

6. On the relation between motor representations
and experiences
In the previous section, we argued that some motor representations are related to some experiences revelatory of action in this way: which goals the
experiences reveals depends, wholly or in part, on which outcomes are represented motorically. is takes us one small step towards understanding how
motor representations could have content-respecting inﬂuences on judgements about the goals of actions despite the inferential isolation of motor
representations from judgements. But it raises more questions than it answers. First, how do motor representations shape experiences? And, second,
how do these experiences provide reasons for judgements?
In what follows we shall elaborate two hypotheses which give conﬂicting
answers to these questions. Our aim is not to decide between the hypotheses
but rather to defend our proposal about the role of experience in linking
motor representation to judgement by showing that it is plausible on either
hypothesis.
On one hypothesis, the Indirect Hypothesis, experiences revelatory of action are all experiences of bodily conﬁgurations, of joint displacements and
of eﬀects characteristic of particular actions. Some such experiences are inﬂuenced by motor representations in ways that reliably improve veridicality.
And such experiences can provide reasons for judgements about the goals
of actions providing that the subject knows, or is entitled to rely on, certain
facts about which bodily conﬁgurations, joint displacements and sensory effects are characteristic of which actions.5
5

e Indirect Hypothesis is inspired by, and consistent with, views defended in Csibra
(2007) and Wilson & Knoblich (2005). However, these papers do not discuss our question
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On the other hypothesis, the Direct Hypothesis, some experiences revelatory of action are experiences of actions as directed to particular outcomes.
In observing action we experience not only bodily conﬁgurations, joint displacements, sounds and the rest but also goal-directed actions. Further, such
experiences stand to motor representations somewhat as perceptual experiences stand to perceptual representations. ese experiences provide reasons for judgements in something like the way that, on some views, perceptual experience of a physical object might provide a reason for a judgement
about that object; or so the Direct Hypothesis claims.6
Consider the Indirect Hypothesis ﬁrst. According to this hypothesis, experiences revelatory of action are not special with respect to what they are
experiences of: they are experiences of sounds, joint displacements and the
rest. But how is this consistent with the claim that motor representations
sometimes make possible experiences revelatory of action by virtue of having content-respecting inﬂuences on experiences? A possible answer appeals to a view about the control of action. In planning one’s own actions
it is sometimes useful to be able to identify and predict conﬁgurations of
one’s body parts, joint displacements and the likely sensory consequences
of these. One can then use this information in monitoring action and perhaps also in identifying constraints and opportunities in planning what to do
next. Accordingly, motor representations may be inputs to mechanisms that
generate sensory expectations (Wolpert et al. 1995); and these expectations
may aﬀect how one experiences one’s own bodily conﬁgurations, displacements of one’s own joints and the sensory consequences of these (Blakemore
et al. 2002). Now, as we have seen, motor representations and the associated
planning-like processes also occur when observing an action; and these generate expectations which inﬂuence how one experiences others’ bodily conﬁgurations and joint displacements and their consequences. Perhaps, then,
one role for motor representations is to generate sensory expectations, and
thereby to enhance perceptual experiences—sometimes enhancing them in
such a way that they would not otherwise have provided reasons for judgements about the goals of actions.
But how could motor representations enhance perceptual experiences?
Occlusion and other factors mean that observers typically have limited perceptual information about others’ bodily conﬁgurations, joint displacements
and the sensory consequences of these. Further, the eﬀects of observed actions are oen partially obscured, surrounded by distractors or otherwise
diﬃcult to identify. As Wilson and Knoblich argue, these reﬂections suggest
about content-respecting inﬂuences of motor representation on judgement and we are
not suggesting that their authors would endorse the Indirect Hypothesis.
6

In formulating the Direct Hypothesis we are inspired by Rizzolai et al. (2001) and Rizzolai & Sinigaglia (2008).
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Figure 2: How motor representation could facilitate judgements about the
goals of actions given the Indirect Hypothesis.

that the inﬂuences of motor representations on perceptual experiences may
play a signiﬁcant role in helping ‘to ﬁll in missing or ambiguous information’
(2005, p. 463). Since the eﬀects of motor representations on experiences are
the eﬀects of an additional source of information, it is plausible that in ﬁlling
in information they reliably increase the probability that perceptual experiences concerning observed actions are veridical.
is allows us to see that the Indirect Hypothesis is consistent with motor
representations having content-respecting inﬂuences on judgements about
goals. A motor representation of a particular outcome enables an observer
to perceptually experience another’s bodily conﬁgurations or joint displacements or some consequences of these more accurately than would otherwise
be possible: it enhances perceptual experience. Crucially for our purposes,
the enhancement is not general. Rather, the motor representation normally
enhances only aspects that are predictable given that the observed action is
directed to the outcome represented. Now the experience of these aspects
does not, all by itself, provide the subject with reasons for judgements about
the goal of an action. Taken in isolation, the experience provides reasons
only for judgements about bodily conﬁgurations and joint displacements and
their sensory eﬀects. However, the subject of experience may know that
some or all of these things are associated with actions directed towards a
particular goal. In this case, the experience provides its subject with reasons
for a judgement about a goal of the observed action; and it does so in something like the way that an experience of smoke coming from the kitchen may
give you a reason to judge that there is a ﬁre (see Figure 2). So the Indirect
Hypothesis.
In considering the Indirect Hypothesis we have encountered a possible explanation of how some motor representations could have contentrespecting inﬂuences on judgements. But perhaps there is more to the story.
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Figure 3: e Direct Hypothesis.

7. e Direct Hypothesis
e Direct Hypothesis is a simpler and more radical alternative to the Indirect Hypothesis. (It is more radical in that it is inconsistent with widely held
views about what can be experienced.) e Direct Hypothesis starts from
the premise that in observing an action we sometimes experience not only
bodily conﬁgurations and joint displacements and their sensory eﬀects but
also the action as directed to a particular outcome. In observing someone
grasp a box, for instance, we might experience not only the movements of
hand and mug but also the grasping of the mug.7 Further, the experience
of an action as directed to a particular outcome is made possible by a motor
representation of that outcome. Finally, this experience typically provides a
reason for judging that the action is directed to that goal (see Figure 3). So
the Direct Hypothesis.
If the Direct Hypothesis is correct, there is a partial analogy between perceptual and motor representations. Some representations involved in perceptual processes have content-respecting inﬂuences on judgements. is is
arguably possible in part because some of these perceptual representations
enable or constitute experiences of the very objects and properties that they
represent. Similarly, some motor representations have content-respecting
inﬂuences on judgements in part because they enable or constitute experiences of the very goal-directed actions represented motorically. Of course,
proponents of the Direct Hypothesis should not claim that motor representations stand to experiences exactly as perceptual representations do. But their
view is that motor representations stand to experiences of actions somewhat
as perceptual representations of persisting physical objects stand to experiences of objects.
Note that accepting the Direct Hypothesis requires rejecting the Indirect
Hypothesis as we have formulated it. However, a proponent of the Direct
7

Note that the Direct Hypothesis does not entail that all goal-directed actions can be experienced. e range of actions that can be experienced may be quite narrow, and may
vary from subject to subject and context to context depending on factors such as subjects’ expertise, current activities and bodily conﬁguration (compare Aglioti et al. (2008),
Costantini et al. (2012b) and Ambrosini et al. (2012)).
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Hypothesis can allow that the mechanism identiﬁed by the Indirect Hypothesis does partially explain how motor representations facilitate judgements
about the goals of actions. Her claim is only that a full explanation will require, in addition, experiences of particular actions as directed to certain outcomes which are underpinned by motor representations of those outcomes.
Is it possible to distinguish experimentally between the Direct and Indirect hypotheses? One approach would be to test whether it is possible
to vary which action someone experiences while holding ﬁxed her perceptual experiences of bodily conﬁgurations and joint displacements and their
sensory eﬀects. e Indirect Hypothesis predicts that no such variation is
possible. Aer all, on that hypothesis there is nothing action-related in experience over and above the bodily conﬁgurations, joint displacements and
their sensory eﬀects. By contrast, the Direct Hypothesis is consistent with
the existence of such variation: on this hypothesis, experience of action is
distinct from experience of bodily conﬁgurations and the rest. Accordingly,
evidence that it is possible to vary which action someone experiences while
holding ﬁxed her perceptual experiences of bodily conﬁgurations and joint
displacements and their sensory eﬀects would be evidence that favoured the
Direct Hypothesis over the Indirect Hypothesis. So the two hypotheses are
not merely conceptually distinct but also empirically separable.
Our aim was to understand how motor representations could have
content-respecting inﬂuences on judgements despite their inferential isolation (see section 4 on page 7). Our proposal is that the inﬂuence goes
via experience. Motor representations shape experiences revelatory of action which provide reasons for judgements. is proposal may initially have
seemed to complicate rather than explain because it raises two questions:
one about relations between motor representations and experiences, and another about relations between experiences and judgements. However, we
have just shown that the proposal is compatible with either of two hypotheses about what can be experienced. So while the proposal leaves many questions open, it seems clear that understanding the role of motor representation
in facilitating representational goal ascription will require understanding relations between motor representations, experiences and judgements.

8. Conclusion
Our question was, Which mechanisms underpin goal ascription? We approached this question by distinguishing functional from representational
goal ascription (see section 1). Our ﬁrst step was to argue, in section 2, that
functional goal ascription can be achieved motorically; that is, there are cases
of functional goal ascription in which the only representations involved are
motor representations. Here our argument hinged on two claims for which,
14
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as we saw, there is an impressive variety of evidence. First, sometimes goals
to which observed actions are directed are represented motorically in the observer. Second, such representations trigger, and are sustained by, planninglike processes in the observer. ese processes generate predictions about
how the observed actions will unfold, and about their characteristic sensory
consequences. Because the motor representations of outcomes are sustained
only to the extent that these predictions are met, it is not accidental that
outcomes which are goals of observed actions are represented motorically
in the observer. is is exactly what functional goal ascription requires: the
planning-like processes capture the directedness of the observed action to
the outcome represented motorically.
How, if at all, are mechanisms underpinning functional goal ascription
involved in representational goal ascription? We are forced to ask this question by several pieces of evidence, cited in section 4, that motor representations and processes sometimes facilitate verbally expressed judgements
about the goals of observed actions. is facilitation plausibly involves motor representations of particular outcomes facilitating judgements about outcomes matching, or identical to, those very outcomes. at is, motor representations have content-respecting inﬂuences on judgements. But there is
an obstacle to understanding how this could occur. Among states of types
that could all feature in a single inferential process (such as beliefs, desires
and intentions), such content-respecting inﬂuences are readily explicable.
However, motor representations and judgements do not feature in a single
inferential process: the former are inferentially isolated from the laer. If
no process of inference connects judgements to motor representations, what
does?
Our answer was: experience. Sometimes a motor representation of a particular outcome inﬂuences an experience in such a way that the experience
provides its subject with reasons for judgement about a goal of action, where
this goal is, or matches, the outcome represented motorically. is, we proposed, is how experience connects judgements to motor representations.
As we noted, this proposal raises more questions than it answers. How do
motor representations shape experiences, and how do experiences provide
reasons for judgements? We considered two ways of answering these questions. It may be that motor representations of outcomes enhance aspects of
perceptual experiences which, independently, their subjects know are characteristic of actions directed to the outcomes represented motorically. We
called this the Indirect Hypothesis (see section 6). On this Hypothesis, bodily
conﬁgurations, joint displacements and their sensory eﬀects can be experienced, but actions as directed to particular outcomes cannot. So motor representations can inﬂuence experience but there is nothing characteristically
motor in the phenomenology of experiences of action. What we called the
Direct Hypothesis implies the contrary. On this Hypothesis, there are expe15
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riences of actions as directed to particular outcomes. ese experiences are
underpinned by motor representations of matching outcomes; and they provide reasons for judgements about to which outcomes actions are directed
simply by being experiences of actions as directed to those outcomes. So,
on the Direct Hypothesis, the relation between motor representations and
judgements partially resembles that between perceptual representations of
persisting physical objects and judgements. We did not aim to argue for one
of these hypotheses over the other. Our claim is only that the proposal about
experience linking motor representation to judgement is plausible because
it is compatible with either hypothesis.
If this is right, motor representation is not only a mechanism for functional goal ascription but also provides a basis for representational goal ascription. What are the consequences?
One consequence is that knowledge of the goals of others’ actions does
not necessarily require knowledge of the particular contents of intentions,
beliefs, desires and other mental states. Because motor processes in action
observation can capture the directedness of an action to an outcome, and
because motor representations can shape experiences, there is a route to
knowledge of the goals of others’ actions which can be taken independently
of individuating knowledge of the contents of their mental states.
Our has focus has been goal ascription but the view we have arrived at
also has consequences for mental state ascription. is is straightforward
for intentions. Since the goals of actions are more likely than other outcomes to be things that the agent of the action intends, identifying the goals
of actions is oen useful for understanding agents’ intentions. But goal ascription can also be indispensable for identifying beliefs and other epistemic
states. What someone believes or knows or is ignorant of generates predictions about what she will do. ese predictions are not typically about mere
bodily conﬁgurations and joint displacements; they are predictions about
which goals her actions will be directed to. To evaluate these predictions
and so conﬁrm or reject a hypothesis about an epistemic state, goal ascription is necessary. We speculate that motorically achieved functional goal
ascription plays a foundational role in mental state ascription too.
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